
TO: New England Fisheries Management Council 

FROM: XI and XII Northeast fishery Sectors Inc. 

Re: Pros and Cons of the First Year of Sector Management 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

 The XI and XII Northeast Fishery Sectors (XI and XII NEFS) appreciate this opportunity to 

highlight the pros and cons / benefits and costs that were apparent in the first year of sector 

management.  The transition to an output controlled sector management regime from the old 

days at sea (DAS) management regime was a dramatic change for fishermen throughout New 

England. Not only did fishermen need to learn a whole new suite of rules and regulations on the 

fly, but they also had to learn a whole new way of doing business. 

 The most immediate impact of sector management to the ground fish fishermen in NH 

was the dramatic reduction in allowable catch, relative to what they landed as a fleet in both 

2008 and 2009.  Initially, we saw our active ground fishing fleet reduced by 25% due to the 

infeasibility of fishing with such low allocations and such high ACE lease prices.  We also saw 

our total landings decrease by 40% and our total revenue decrease by 33%.   

To the credit of those who did remain active in the fishery, they were able to learn the 

new rules and regulations, abide by the overwhelming amount of new reporting and 

monitoring, and accept higher variable costs—mostly as a result of the increased reporting 

time, the higher VMS cost, the high ACE lease prices, and the increased waiting time at the dock 

to offload and in dealing with disputes with at sea monitors.  In addition, sectors placed a 

tremendous mental burden on fishermen, who “felt like criminals” due to the overlapping and 

relentless monitoring and oversight.  Mental burden was also realized as a result of the 

necessity to lay crew off and as a result of the overall uncertainty of their fishing future. 

Given all of the obstacles that were put in place prior to the season began, certain things 

did run smoothly.  These were: the ability of our fishermen to stay within their allotted 

allocation; the communication with the sector manager in regards to making sure their 

required fishing reports were turned in on time, paying operations fees, abiding by the sector 

rules and regulations; and in their ability to be more selective when they fished and hence 

minimize the costs of fishing to realize (in general) higher catch per unit effort. 

However, many things prevented smooth sailing of sector operations.  These were 

mostly regulatory roadblocks that in hind sight seem to be useless, poorly planned or executed, 

or unnecessarily costly.  The top SEVEN roadblocks to smooth sector sailing were:  the dockside 



monitoring program, the at sea monitoring program, the lack of timely data reconciliation by 

the NMFS, high lease prices for ACE, the restriction on rolling over 10% of unused ACE, mid-

season adjustments to total allowable catch, and continuing effort controls, such as rolling 

closures. 

WHAT RAN SMOOTHLY 

 Our sectors were able to fish or lease close to our target of 90% ACE usage for the 

primary stock that we catch, GOM cod.  This was good.  In addition, at no time during the 

season were we at risk of exceeding the ACE of any one stock.  Individual fishermen prosecuted 

their “individual allocation” in an effort to maximize their business profits, and along with 

advice and updates from the sector manager were able to stay within their individual 

allotments.  Most fishermen stopped fishing prior to fully exhausting their portfolio of ACE, and 

relied on the sector manager to sell the remaining portions of their allocations in order to 

exhaust their individual allocations.  Some fishermen were able to trade stocks that they don’t 

catch for ones that they do, and if they could afford it, were able to lease more of their primary 

stocks from either inside the sector or from an external sector. 

 Business relations with other sector managers also ran smoothly.  Although a robust and 

transparent trading platform has yet to evolve for ACE transfers, sector managers were able to 

effectively communicate their needs to one another and to alert members of available trades 

or leases.  The social capital that evolved between sector managers was a key component of 

helping this system run more smoothly. 

 In addition, internal communication between sector members and between sector 

members and the sector manager was critical to the success of sectors.  Sector members were 

readily available either by phone or email, and often communicated with one another on 

matters relating to sector rules, availability of ACE, or other relevant information.  This 

communication was also crucial to the operations of the first year of sector management.  

Communication with sector members was also important to ensure that all members were 

abiding by the sector rules and regulations, and were paying their operations fees in a timely 

manner.  We had no citable enforcement violations all year. 

 Finally, sector members demonstrated their tremendous ecological knowledge about 

the ecosystem and of the behavior of fish through changing their fishing behaviors and 

schedule to be much more selective in what they landed.  They effectively managed fishing a 16 

stock co-mingled ground fish complex without significant by catch of non-target species by 

adjusting where they fish, when they fish, what gear they used, and how often the hauled their 

nets.  To me, this was fascinating.  Fishermen’s local knowledge needs to be more considered in 

any scientific evaluation of fish abundance and movement.  Fishermen’s ecological knowledge, 



along with relief from regulatory constraints such as trip limits and counting clocks, allowed 

fishermen to realize a higher CPUE while fishing the meager amounts of fish that they were 

endowed with. 

TOP SEVEN THINGS THAT PREVENTED SMOOTH SAILING 

 Dock Side Monitoring:  DSM imposes external costs upon the Sector, and the dealers, 

which will be marginally higher next year if this program is not eliminated completely.  For 

fishermen, these costs are associated with increased reporting duties, i.e. trip start hail, trip end 

hails, increased phone calls to monitoring personnel, reduction in fishing flexibility, increased 

safety risks, and possible increased waiting time at the dock to offload.   For the Sector, the 

costs are associated with increased reporting, increased data reconciliation, increased data 

storage; and transactions costs associated with a monitors’ waiting time (waiting for a vessel to 

dock), requirements for remote offloads, and with complex business and contract negotiations.  

For dealers, costs are associated with a re-allocation of capital resources to support DSM 

events, and with the risks of diminished vessel offloading efficiency and expediency.  

The DSM program constrains fishermen to arrive in port, at some “guestimate” of time, 

which must be declared by the fisherman hours before he actually lands.  Day boats, as 

opposed to large trip boats, have the right to access many areas very close to their home port.  

But by restricting themselves to a set return time, they reduce their ability to be flexible in their 

fishing behavior.  They impose a constraint, similar to the DAS effort control time constraint.  In 

both cases fishermen race the clock to make their time deadline, and in each case, there is 

potential to sacrifice more fishing in a favorable location on the way back to port.  This means 

that the DSM program is a form of effort control that impedes the full social value of ground 

fish harvests.    As such, it is inconsistent with both the universal exemptions, i.e. access to 

rolling closures, no trip limits, no restrictions on time at sea; as well as the majority of sectors’ 

individual exemptions—which were primarily granted to reduce the number of effort controls 

as the agency transitions to output controlled management. 

At Sea Monitoring Program the at sea monitoring program was also a tremendous 

burden on fishermen in both their ability to be flexible in their fishing decisions, but also in their 

ability to work safely and unconstrained at sea.  Although the at sea monitoring program 

gathered additional data, on a scale not seen before by the science center, it came at an 

operational cost to fishermen.   

The first constraint to fishermen is the requirement to call in 48 hrs ahead of time to 

declare a fishing trip.  Fishermen, especially day boat fishermen, are not used to planning 

fishing trips this far out in advance.  Many factors affect their decision to go fishing, including 



weather, market prices, and expectations of fish abundance.  This system handcuffs fishermen 

to set times, and limits their flexibility, thus reducing their profit maximizing potential. 

In addition, this system was not equitable or randomly representative across fishermen.  

Because, there is no individual requirement for a certain coverage level—only a sector 

requirement.  If the sector is below its required coverage level at a certain time of the year, 

then the sector must make up this difference by having vessels who are still fishing 

disproportionately monitored.   

Others have commented that the discard rates are unfair, and that if they are to be 

charged ACE for discards, they should be allowed to land all fish that they catch—legal and sub 

legal.  In addition, the stratum that is currently used to define assumed discards is not 

completely representative of the heterogeneity amongst fishing vessels.  For example, large trip 

boats that fish large mesh gillnets offshore and have relatively higher landings and discards as a 

result are grouped together in the same stratum with small day boat, large mesh gill netters.  

This has resulted in disproportionate assumed discards applied to smaller vessels, fishing the 

same gear type, but who often aren’t even targeting the same species.   

The coverage levels itself, 38%, is also arbitrary and is in fact too high to achieve a 

representative sample of sector discards.  For instance, based on our Sector’s FY2010 discard 

data and observer data, it can be shown that a random sample of one half of the total 

observations for the  fishery has no statistically significant impact on the mean discard rate 

compared to the full sample. In short, the same assumed discard rate would result by 

eliminating one half of all observed trips.   

 Finally, the initial training of at sea observers was not sufficient enough for them to even 

identify differences in routinely caught fish, such as dabs and gray sole.  In some cases, the at 

sea observer would discard fish at sea without the captains knowledge, and then record these 

fish as discards without allowing the captain or owner to reconcile the data.  In other cases, 

fishermen were forced to leave a crew member behind, or return home early from a fishing trip 

just to accommodate the room and the schedule of an at sea monitor.  All of this led to 

increased tensions and low levels of respect for at sea monitors and the program in general. 

 

LACK OF TIMELY DATA RECONCILIATION BY NMFS the lack of timely data reconciliation by the 

NMFS last year was very problematic in our ability to have confidence that the data we were 

supplying in our weekly reports was matching the data NMFS was receiving through dealer data 

and VTRs. The NMFS did not even have the capability to match records with sector managers 

until three fourths through the fishing year.  When they did, sector managers were given 

spreadsheets, thousands of lines long that included data discrepancies of one pound, which we 

were supposed to reconcile.   



Many errors were a result of sector manager mistakes, which could have been caught 

much earlier in the year, but it is estimated that half of all discrepancies were a result of dealer 

errors, omissions or non-reporting.  NEFS XI maintains hard copies of all dealers weigh out slips, 

so these errors could be tracked and assigned to the right party.  But expecting sector managers 

to act as port agents along with all other duties is unreasonable.  Moving forward, more 

emphasis must be placed on the ability of dealers to provide real time, digital data at the dock 

to sector managers, the NMFS, and their own accounting programs.  More ramifications to 

dealers who don’t report also needs to be in place because the sector system is so dependent 

on maintaining accurate accounts of what is landed, in real time.  It is imperative that the 

archaic system of pen and paper accounting (and weekly dealer reporting requirements) be 

changed to electronic reporting that is streamlined daily to multiple sources. 

 

HIGH LEASE PRICES FOR ACE the price of lease fish for the primary species that we catch, Gulf of 

Maine cod, was exorbitantly high.  The average price to lease Gulf of Maine cod well exceeded 

the marginal benefit that most NEFS XI sector members could realize for landing this fish. The 

result was that not only did many NEFS XI members not lease more fish, but economic 

incentives pushed many active members to sell off portions of their original allocations at these 

high lease prices because it was more profitable to do so then to fish.   

 Much inequity was realized between sector members in their ability to purchase leased 

fish, especially Gulf of Maine cod.  Sector members could be grouped into two categories.  

Those who have very diverse portfolios and who primarily target more than one species, and 

those with a less diverse portfolio who primarily target one species—Gulf of Maine cod.  For 

members with a more diverse portfolio, they are able to lease species like Gulf of Maine cod for 

high prices because they did not expect to make money from the prosecution of this stock 

alone.  Instead, they used this stock as an input into their production (similar to fuel, ice, bait, 

etc.) in order to target other species like Pollock and White Hake.  They could afford to break 

even or even lose money on the lease price of Gulf of Maine cod if it allowed them to more fully 

exhaust their allocation of the other target species on their portfolio.  Sector members with a 

less diverse portfolio could not afford this luxury.  Instead, they would need to purchase Gulf of 

Maine cod at a price low enough so that they could make money by targeting this stock 

exclusively.  Unfortunately, very few members with less diverse portfolios could afford to do 

this.  And in fact, the economic incentives to lease their own cod at the high lease prices often 

pushed them into selling portions of their own fishable allocations instead of fishing.   

 

THE RESTRICTIONS ON ROLLING OVER ONLY 10% of UNUSED QUOTA: Sectors are now fishing 

under a hard TAC, with absolute certainty of what is being landed.  As such, sector members 

should be allowed to treat fishing as if they were managing a grove of trees.  In this way, they 

would only harvest enough at each point in time so that the marginal cost of harvest equals the 



discount rate.  It is the same with fish.  Sectors have effectively been granted property rights to 

fish, and much of the fish they were granted is localized.  If a sector chooses to harvest less fish 

one year with the expectation that they will realize a higher price for larger (or more easily 

caught) fish next year, it should be their right under this system to do so.  The consequences of 

not allowing significant roll over of fish dramatically reduce social welfare. 

 For example, fishermen in all sectors realized a bell shaped curve to the price of lease 

quota.  It started off low, and as the available stock became more and more scarce, the price 

increased.  However, an interesting thing happened at the end of the year.  Economist would 

predict that because the ACE is most scarce at the end of the year, the prices should be highest.  

But, because fishermen were faced with so much uncertainty of losing fish to this 10% 

carryover constraint, we saw the lease prices for all stocks plummet to the lowest levels of the 

season, and in many cases, fishermen could not give fish away—hence they lost it completely.  

Increasing the allowable rollover prevents many of these issues, and would especially stabilize 

the ACE lease price as fishermen could lease ACE from one year and fish it in the next. 

 

MID SEASON ADJUSTMENTS TO TACs multispecies ground fish are co-mingled together, and as 

such are often caught together.  One dramatic example of this is the relationship between GOM 

Cod and Pollock in our sectors.  Initially, the TAC for Pollock was set so low that fishermen 

avoided catching it all together.  The lease price for GOM cod was roughly .75 per lbs. and for 

Pollock, it was roughly .50 per lbs.  Then, mid-season, the Pollock TAC was adjusted upward 6 

fold.  This had three affects.  1) the lease price for GOM cod went to $1.50 (because GOM cod 

was now a constraining stock to catch Pollock, 2) the lease price for Pollock went to .05$ 

(because now there was WAY too much ACE available), 3) our sectors missed out on the 

harvesting of roughly ½ million pounds of Pollock as a result of the black box science that went 

into this mid-season adjustment.  In addition, fishermen who made deals to lease ACE at the 

beginning of the season were not subjected to the same lease prices as those who made deals 

later in the season—further reducing social welfare. 

 

CONTINUING EFFORT CONTROLS our sectors could potentially have a thriving GOM Haddock 

and American Plaice fishery if the continuing effort controls that have kept the rolling closures 

in place would be lifted.  In regards to these rolling closures, it was specified that the 

“Groundfish PDT will review and analyze the existing rolling closures and determine which 

areas should remain closed to protect cod spawning aggregations.  As a result of this analysis, 

any adjustments necessary to adequately protect concentrations of spawning cod would be 

adjusted in either a management action or a biennial specification process.  However, to date 

this analysis has not been completed.   

 



In both Fishing Year 2010-2011 and 2011-2012 exemption requests were made by Northeast 

Fishery Sectors, for access into some of the remaining rolling closures.  Each year these 

requests were denied by the Agency.  Various Northeast Fisheries Sectors have requested 

exemptions from the rolling closures again in Fishing Year 2011-2012, however current 

indications are that these will be denied yet again.  In light of these consistent denials we urge 

the Council to include tasking the Groundfish PDT with review and analysis of the existing 

rolling closures, and universally exempt remaining rolling closures where appropriate.  

 

RECCOMENDATIONS TO FMP 

1. Recommendation – Delay industry’s responsibility for developing and paying for an at-sea or 

electronic monitoring program until such time as industry is profitable again.  

2. Recommendation – Modify the carry forward provisions of Amendment 16 to enable Sectors to 

carry over a larger percentage of unused ACE from one fishing year to the next.    

3. Recommendation – Task the Groundfish PDT with reviewing and analyzing existing rolling closures, 

and universally exempt remaining rolling closures where appropriate. 

4. Recommendation:  Remove all dockside monitoring requirements.  

5. Recommendation:   Prioritize evaluating the current minimum fish size requirements in correlation 

to the minimum mesh size requirements currently in place, and reduce minimum fish sizes for stocks 

accordingly.  Additionally, begin consideration and evaluation on what a full retention fishery may 

look like, including analyzing whether this could be a mechanism that helps reduce to cost of At Sea 

Monitoring.   

6.  No mid-season adjustments to fisheries TACs 

 

Thank you for your time and consideration of our sectors’ operations, our concerns and 

recommendations for a more functional management regime under sectors. 

 

Joshua B. Wiersma Ph.D 

Sector Manager 

XI and XII Northeast Fishery Sectors Inc. 

 

 



 

 

 


